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Drying botanical specimens in sand —This mode of drying specimens
can not be called new, but, so far as I know, it is little practiced. Some-
times a botanist needs a faithful drawing of a plant as a whole, or in part.

Perhaps he is too busy to make it at once, and may not have time to do
it until the season of the plant is past. An herbarium specimen is not
a satisfactory object for his purpose, and yet sometimes he must make it

do. In the average case of this kind, the unfortunate victim of circum-
stances will find a sand-dried specimen to be as good for his purpose as the
living plant. Suppose one wants to make a drawing of (Enuthera cn-spitosa

Nutt,, and can not find time for the work until the plant has been out of

bloom a month. By faithfully following the directions offered he will
have just what he needs: Take a tin can, or other vessel large enough to
hold the specimen without cramping in the least degree. Place the spe-
cimen in the vessel in a natural position. Carefully sift into the vessel
very fine, clean sand, previously warmed in an oven. Gently tap the out-
side of the can from time to time, in order to settle the sand slowly and
evenly about the specimen. Sift in the sand until the specimen is com-
pletely covered. When this is done properly, every leaf is buried in its

natural shape; even the delicate stamens and the more delicate petals are
packed in the exact position in which they were developed. In remov-
ing the sand, after the specimen is dry, which takes from six hours to a
week, according to its nature, great care must be exercised so as not to

huu m° re fragUe parts of the Plant To do the work nicel y one
should have a can made for the purpose. This need causes me to suggest
tne following device, which answers well. The size of this vessel will de-
pend upon the individual requirements of the owner. It consists of a
can with a funnel-shaped bottom, having the aperture closed with a screw-
cap, it may be conveniently supported in a wooden frame. This is a
simple contrivance and not expensive. If one so desires, a rubber tube
may oe attached to the outlet at the bottom, through which the sand may

run into some convenient receptacle and saved for future use.

one* T lmenS dned by this meth °d are not nearly so brittle as pressed
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their colors Perfectly, as a usual thing, but they can not
oe recommended for the herbarium, because they take up too mucb val-
uable space.— F. W. Annpp^v «-_ =•-,,. «._/
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F very clearly the views of those advocating reform in nomenclature,
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and seeks to unmask opinion by proposing articles of agreement for sig-

nature, a sort of marshalling of the opposing forces. This might work

in war, but is hardly practicable in mere questions of opinion. It smacks

too much of the " stand-by-your-guns " principle, and does not leave

enough of a loop-hole for some of us to crawl through and change sides

when we want to be "converted and absorbed." The agreement pro-

posed for signature practically settles the question for those who sign it,

and announces that it is no longer open for discussion so far as they are

concerned. The same, of course, would be true of any opposing agree-

ment. Weconsider this, therefore, hardly the practicable way to begin a

friendly discussion, in which one party is expected to eventually absorb

the other, but simply a way to insure their never agreeing. It is sug-

gested that the opposition to this reform may come from inertia, jealousy,

or an honest diflerence of opinion. The first two, it is said, are so un-

worthy as " to be passed in silence," with which statement we heartily

agree, and would even add that they are so unworthy that they should

not even have been mentioned. One thing that will make the discussion

confusing and lack directness of contact is the attempt to discuss more

than one question at a time. It is our opinion that we could take the

question as to the priority of genera as settled, as there seems to be no

ground for argument in the case. It only becomes a question of cer-

tainty as to what the authors had in mind, and then as to publication. As

to the rights of the specific appellation and manner of citing authori-

ties, there may be honest differences of opinion; but the former question

is so much more important than the latter that it may well be the only

one considered at present. Proper citation of a name can only be con-

sidered after the name itself is settled. The absolute necessity of making

a specific name permanent is not open to argument; it is only a question

as to the best plan. It should also not be questioned as to our own pro-

cedure when we transfer a species to another genus ;
of course we should

use the same specific name unless we find it preoccupied. It is a
.
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different thing, as we look at it, to make a third combination, which can

be referred to neither of the previous authors; but even in this we migm

be induced to vote with the majority if it did not involve the digging up

of long buried and forgotten names to the utter confusion of the presen

fairly established names of many plants, and these forgotten names wx>

often very uncertain of application. It has been our thought, tnerewre.

J n view of the well nigh hopeless task of discovering the meaning o
f

e en

^e majority of oldest specific names, that the simplest p»W»•

ta ke the oldest combination of generic and specific names^ To su
p,

therefore, the old botanist (for we take for granted that the ^ me
*ould not do it) who transferred a species and changed itn i

spec* ame

fould not have done it (if he knew of the existence of the former name),

b *t, having done it, the name stands. We do not write this to ex p«»

°ur readiness to sign an agreement in opposition to that relerrea
,

Westill want to remain open to conviction.


